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BY JASON RHYNO

early every week since

1995 when my mother
bought a PC so I could
'do homework," I've
used Microsoft Word.
Now I use it every day.

I'm using it right now as I tlpe this story
and I was using it when I was speaking
to Ken Weinberg, vice president and co-

founde4 Carrier Logistics Inc.
"Are you using Word to type up the

notes today?" he asked me.

IUD.

"I betcha you arent using all that Word
is capable of, but if someone forced you to
take a half-hour every week to learn more
about Word, your eyes would just light upJ'

Technology is technology-whether it's

a smart phone or Microsoft Office or a

That approach to buying a smartphone
is roughly the same approach we have to
purchasing any technology. And that's a
mistake, says Weinberg one he sees motor
carriers making all too often.

"The amount of work that is done on
frguring out the amount of payback is
quite limited in its scope-both with the
effort that is put into it and the confirma-
tion of payback," he says.

EveryoneWants the
Boss's Dollar
"Remember that an executive has numer-
ous decisions being placed on him each

dayi'Weinberg says. He has one dollar to
spend and every department is asking for
that dollar-and investing in a new
system is a hard dollal one that needs to
be justified.

The best way to do that?
Make a list of all the areas you are look-

ing to address: mileage, vehicle monitoring

The Software

fleet management and monitoring tool,
It's supposed to make life easiet better,
save time and improve my life. But often,
as Weinburg rightly pointed out, even the
most basic software were not using to its
fi.rllest potential.

Not using it correctly starts even before

we make the actual purchase. Take smart
phones: Before I buy one (or commit to a

three-year contract), I have a short but
important list of things I expect it to do to
make my life easier. (Often, I'll consider if
it has a fruit on it; like say an Apple, but
that's beside the poinl)
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reduce missed pick-ups, improve customer
service, and so on. Then put that list into
finer points. "Then you go to the vendol
and you ash 'what have you seen other
customers achieve using this?' And then
you have a starting point for what you are

looking for and you can rank theml'
Problem with reefer monitoring? Put it

high on your list. Then calcu-late how

much you wor.rld save if your monitoring
operated perfect$ Ifyou're going to save

one gallon of fuel a weeh how much is

that per week, per month, per year? Do

that with every point and the money saved

becomes a little more serious. "You get the
potential for what the payback is and now
you have a pot of gold for when I hit you

with that billl'Weinberg adds.

PeopleNet's Elise Chianelli, product
manager Safety and Compliance adds

that "you should consider that technology
is constantly changing-stuff that we

developed yesterday is old news today in a
lot of situations. What I wor.rld look for in
a solution is really somebody who is able

to partner and drive future products and
opportunities to better my business."

Ensure You Use the
lnformation
"If wdre talking tech for the sake of tech,

and not lookins at what the information is

)

Money-saving ideas that make the purchase and

installation of truck high-tech palatable and profitable.

telling us, you might as well literally just

close the doors and walk away from it,'
says Mike Ham, vice president, Shaw

Tracking. "Whether youre in the trans-
portation business or the steel business,

carving out margin is tough. Youve got to
pay attention to the trends, the analysis,

the cost, mistakes, the revenue, and what

the margins are sayingi'
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